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The freedom of the press is a fundamental right which is Recognized by States 
Constitution and some of the provisions of the International Covenant, The purpose of 
the freedom of press is to fully realize the right of citizens to know and the right to 
freedom. Meanwhile, with the functions of the News Supervision, according to the 
fact, the law allows press make some negative evaluation to others. All these 
condition resulted in conflict between Human rights and the right to information, or 
supervision and public power, then caused News torts  
Some characteristics of News torts own, made News torts different from ordinary 
tort violations of the peculiarities. This paper is based on the uniqueness of the News 
to find the key factors identified in news torts, and analyzed News of the violations 
identified, thus provide some improvements to the relevant legal reference. This paper 
consists of four Chapters :  
The Chapter 1, according to the conflict and balance between human rights and 
the right to information,or News Supervision and the public power, Explained 
tendential protection of human rights and News Supervision which reflected the law’ 
purpose about the balance between the rights of these groups.   
The Chapter 2, by the national media for their qualifications, in the light of our 
states certain facts, analysis position of the various elements that constitute News torts, 
such as Fault, damage, Causal relationship, Illegal activity.   
The Chapter 3, combined the general theory of the principles of imputation, as 
well as the historical development of the principles and values attribution, Issued the 
application of the principle of faul liability in some News torts, such as the torts to 
Public figures, private figures and corporation;and the application of the principle of 
no-fault liability in some News torts,such as the press infringe privacy. 
Chapter 4 ,from the news value of the function and independence, Unlikely most 














report, Fair comment , The victim's consent , Rational use ,which applied to News 
torts.  
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